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4 - 1x3 Frames ....................... $944
4 - 1x3 Flat skins .................... $1,004
4 - 1x3 Hourglass skins .......... $1,004
8 - Trapezoid shelves ............. $352

 Wholesale Total ......... $3,304

Connex Octagon A

Connex 10’ x 10’ (A)

3 - 1x3 Frames .............................. $708
3 - Lights ....................................... $177
3 - 1x1 Flat skins ........................... $294
2 - 1x3 Rectangle skins ................. $288
3 - 1x3 Single Thread skins ........... $753
4 - Square shelves ........................ $176

 Wholesale Total ................ $2,396

Shipping Weight - 24lbs.
Add 2-5lbs. for box & packing

10’ x 10’ Display Space

Shipping Weight - 18lbs.
Add 2-5lbs. for box & packing

10’ x 10’ Display Space

Fits in 2 Xpressions Shipping Cases.
Add for $288
Wholesale Total with Cases ..... $3,592

Fits in 1 Xpressions Shipping Case.
Add for $144
Wholesale Total with Case ........... $2,540

Xpressions®CONNEX™ transforms the Xpressions®SNAP™ pop-up into an exciting 
modular display system perfect for trade show or event environments. The key to 
unlocking your creativity is a simple innovation to the Xpressions®SNAP™ frame: a 
simple clip on the hub and the addition of a trapezoid and square connecting shelf 
along with the original rectangular shelf.

Connecting the frames at different angles or in straight lines adds yet another dimension to the Xpressions® exhibit. Dynamic connecting 
skins are used in combination with square, trapezoid or rectangular connecting shelves to create dramatic inline spaces, concave and 
convex configurations. Even create octagon islands for events.
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3 - 1x3 Frames ............................. $708
3 - Lights ...................................... $177
3 - 1x3 Double Thread skins ........ $753
1 - 1x1 Flat skin ............................ $98
1 - 1x3 Hourglass skin................... $251
1 - 1x3 Wide skin .......................... $251
4 - Trapezoid shelves ................... $176

 Wholesale Total ............... $2,414

2 - 1x3 Frames ........................... $472
2 - Lights .................................... $118
6 - 1x1 Flat skins ........................ $588
2 - Rectangle shelves ................. $84
1 - 1x3 Hourglass skin ................ $251
2 - Trapezoid shelves ................. $88

 Wholesale Total ............. $1,601

Connex 10’ x 10’ (B)

Connex 10’ x 10’ (C)

10’ x 10’ Display Space

10’ x 10’ Display Space

Shipping Weight - 12lbs.
Add 2-5lbs. for box & packing

Shipping Weight - 18lbs.
Add 2-5lbs. for box & packing

Fits in 1 Xpressions Shipping Cases.
Add for $144
Wholesale Total with Case ........ $1,745

Fits in 1 Xpressions Shipping Case.
Add for $144
Wholesale Total with Case ........ $2,558

Xpressions®CONNEX™ transforms the Xpressions®SNAP™ pop-up into an exciting 
modular display system perfect for trade show or event environments. The key to 
unlocking your creativity is a simple innovation to the Xpressions®SNAP™ frame: a 
simple clip on the hub and the addition of a trapezoid and square connecting shelf 
along with the original rectangular shelf.

Connecting the frames at different angles or in straight lines adds yet another dimension to the Xpressions® exhibit. Dynamic connecting 
skins are used in combination with square, trapezoid or rectangular connecting shelves to create dramatic inline spaces, concave and 
convex configurations. Even create octagon islands for events.
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3 - 1x3 Frames ............................ $708
3 - Lights ..................................... $177
4 - 1x3 Flat skins ......................... $1,004
1 - 1x3 Rectangle skin ................. $144
4 - Trapezoid shelves .................. $176

 Wholesale Total .............. $2,209

3 - 1x3 Frames ........................... $708
3 - Lights .................................... $177
1 - 1x1 Flat skin .......................... $98
2 - 1x3 Rectangle skins .............. $288
2 - 1x3 Flat skins ........................ $502
1 - 1x3 Double Thread skin ........ $251
4 - Square shelves ..................... $176

 Wholesale Total ............. $2,200

Connex 10’ x 10’ (D)

Connex 10’ x 10’ (E)

10’ x 10’ Display Space

10’ x 10’ Display Space

Shipping Weight - 18lbs.
Add 2-5lbs. for box & packing

Shipping Weight - 18lbs.
Add 2-5lbs. for box & packing

Fits in 1 Xpressions Shipping Case.
Add for $144
Wholesale Total with Case ........ $2,344

Fits in 1 Xpressions Shipping Case.
Add for $144
Wholesale Total with Case ........ $2,353

Xpressions®CONNEX™ transforms the Xpressions®SNAP™ pop-up into an exciting 
modular display system perfect for trade show or event environments. The key to 
unlocking your creativity is a simple innovation to the Xpressions®SNAP™ frame: a 
simple clip on the hub and the addition of a trapezoid and square connecting shelf 
along with the original rectangular shelf.

Connecting the frames at different angles or in straight lines adds yet another dimension to the Xpressions® exhibit. Dynamic connecting 
skins are used in combination with square, trapezoid or rectangular connecting shelves to create dramatic inline spaces, concave and 
convex configurations. Even create octagon islands for events.
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5 - 1x3 Frames .......................... $1,180
5 - Lights .................................... $295
2 - 1x3 Flat skins ........................ $502
9 - 1x1 Flat skins ........................ $882
4 - 1x3 Rectangle skins .............. $576
8 - Square shelves ..................... $352

 Wholesale Total ............. $3,787

5 - 1x3 Frames ...................... $1,180
5 - Lights ............................... $295
3 - 1x3 Flat skins ................... $753
6 - 1x1 Flat skins .................. $588
4 - 1x3 Rectangle skins ........ $576
4 - Square shelves ................ $176
2 - Rectangle shelves ........... $84
4 - Trapezoid shelves ........... $176

 Wholesale Total ...... $3,828

19

Connex 20’ x 10’ (A)

Connex 20’ x 10’ (B)

20’ x 10’ Display Space

Shipping Weight - 30lbs.
Add 2-5lbs. for box & packing

20’ x 10’ Display Space

Shipping Weight - 30lbs.
Add 2-5lbs. for box & packing

Fits in 2 Xpressions Shipping Cases.
Add for $288
Wholesale Total with Cases ........ $4,075

Fits in 2 Xpressions Shipping Case.
Add for $288
Wholesale Total with Cases ... $4,116

Xpressions®CONNEX™ transforms the Xpressions®SNAP™ pop-up into an exciting 
modular display system perfect for trade show or event environments. The key to 
unlocking your creativity is a simple innovation to the Xpressions®SNAP™ frame: a 
simple clip on the hub and the addition of a trapezoid and square connecting shelf 
along with the original rectangular shelf.

Connecting the frames at different angles or in straight lines adds yet another dimension to the Xpressions® exhibit. Dynamic connecting 
skins are used in combination with square, trapezoid or rectangular connecting shelves to create dramatic inline spaces, concave and 
convex configurations. Even create octagon islands for events.
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4 - 1x3 Frames .......................... $944
2 - 1x3 Wide skins ..................... $502
13 - 1x1 Flat skins ..................... $1,274
1 - 1x3 Hourglass skin ............... $251
6 - Trapezoid shelves ................ $264

 Wholesale Total ............ $3,235

4 - 1x3 Frames .......................... $944
2 - 1x3 Wide skins ..................... $502
4 - 1x3 Double Thread skins ..... $1,004
1 - 1x1 Flat skin ......................... $98
1 - 1x3 Hourglass skin ............... $251
2 - Rectangle shelves ................ $84
6 - Trapezoid shelves ................ $264

 Wholesale Total ............ $3,147

Connex 20’ x 10’ (C)

Connex 20’ x 10’ (D)

2/28/2012

20’ x 10’ Display Space

Shipping Weight - 24lbs.
Add 2-5lbs. for box & packing

20’ x 10’ Display Space

Shipping Weight - 24lbs.
Add 2-5lbs. for box & packing

Fits in 2 Xpressions Shipping Cases.
Add for $288
Wholesale Total with Cases ...... $3,523

Fits in 2 Xpressions Shipping Cases.
Add for $288
Wholesale Total with Cases ...... $3,435

Xpressions®CONNEX™ transforms the Xpressions®SNAP™ pop-up into an exciting 
modular display system perfect for trade show or event environments. The key to 
unlocking your creativity is a simple innovation to the Xpressions®SNAP™ frame: a 
simple clip on the hub and the addition of a trapezoid and square connecting shelf 
along with the original rectangular shelf.

Connecting the frames at different angles or in straight lines adds yet another dimension to the Xpressions® exhibit. Dynamic connecting 
skins are used in combination with square, trapezoid or rectangular connecting shelves to create dramatic inline spaces, concave and 
convex configurations. Even create octagon islands for events.
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4 - 1x3 Frames .......................... $944
1 - 1x3 Wide skin ....................... $251
4 - 1x3 Flat skins ........................ $1,004
2 - 1x1 Flat skins ........................ $196
2 - 1x3 Hourglass skins .............. $502
6 - Trapezoid shelves ................. $264

 Wholesale Total ............. $3,161

Connex 20’ x 10’ (E)

20’ x 10’ Display Space

Shipping Weight - 24lbs.
Add 2-5lbs. for box & packing

Fits in 2 Xpressions Shipping Cases.
Add for $288
Wholesale Total with Cases ....... $3,449

Xpressions®CONNEX™ transforms the Xpressions®SNAP™ pop-up into an exciting 
modular display system perfect for trade show or event environments. The key to 
unlocking your creativity is a simple innovation to the Xpressions®SNAP™ frame: a 
simple clip on the hub and the addition of a trapezoid and square connecting shelf 
along with the original rectangular shelf.

Connecting the frames at different angles or in straight lines adds yet another dimension to the Xpressions® exhibit. Dynamic connecting 
skins are used in combination with square, trapezoid or rectangular connecting shelves to create dramatic inline spaces, concave and 
convex configurations. Even create octagon islands for events.
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Xpressions®CONNEX™ transforms the Xpressions®SNAP™ pop-up into an exciting 
modular display system perfect for trade show or event environments. The key to 
unlocking your creativity is a simple innovation to the Xpressions®SNAP™ frame: a 
simple clip on the hub and the addition of a trapezoid and square connecting shelf 
along with the original rectangular shelf.

Connecting the frames at different angles or in straight lines adds yet another dimension to the Xpressions® exhibit. Dynamic connecting 
skins are used in combination with square, trapezoid or rectangular connecting shelves to create dramatic inline spaces, concave and 
convex configurations. Even create octagon islands for events.

2/28/2012

12 - 1x3 Frames ...................... $2,832
12 - 1x3 Flat skins ................... $3,004
8 - 1x3 Hourglass skins ........... $2,008
24 - Trapezoid shelves ............ $1,056
4 - 1x3 Wide skins ................... $1,004

 Wholesale Total .......... $9,904

Connex 20’ x 20’ Island (A)

Connex 20’ x 20’ Island (B)

8 - 1x3 Frames ...................... $1,888
8 - 1x3 Flat skins ................... $2,008
6 - 1x3 Hourglass skins ......... $1,506
2 - 1x3 Wide skins ................. $502
16 - Trapezoid shelves .......... $704

 Wholesale Total ........ $6,608

20’ x 20’ Display Space

Shipping Weight - 48lbs.
Add 2-5lbs. for box & packing

Shipping Weight - 72lbs.
Add 2-5lbs. for box & packing

Fits in 3 Xpressions Shipping Cases.
Add for $432
Wholesale Total with Cases ... $7,040

Fits in 4 Xpressions Shipping Cases.
Add for $576
Wholesale Total with Cases ...... $10,480
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